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Abstract
The placement of security functions determines which kinds of data they can pro-

tect against which kinds of attackers. Firstly, security functions are classified

regarding their sphere of influence, e.g. between end points of communication

associations (end-to-end) or end points of transmission lines (link-by-link). Next,

we derive and illustrate restrictions and implications that limit the free choice con-

cerning the placement of security functions. The general results are applied to inter-

connected telecommunication systems structured according to the OSI reference

model. We investigate placement alternatives within user domains, network opera-

tors’ domains, and service providers’ domains and related implications on achieva-

ble security. We classify existing security solutions and describe the security that

can be achieved by the respective solutions in order to promote the application of

theoretical results.

1 Classification of security functions
The functionality of telecommunication networks can be classified according to

the placement of co-operating functions in specific components and layers.

There are two basic degrees of freedom concerning the placement of functions

within telecommunication networks (see also Fig. 1):

■ horizontal degree of freedom: choices for the placement of functions along diffe-

rent components

■ vertical degree of freedom: choices for the placement of functions along diffe-

rent layers of single components

Security functions are functions that contribute to the security of a system, i.e. to

the achievement of security goals. Voydock and Kent [8] differentiate between

end-to-end (ete) and link-by-link (lbl) functionality and apply respective secu-

rity functions as follows: lbl oriented security mechanisms offer security for in-

formation that is transmitted via an individual communication channel between

two network nodes. The final source or destination of this information is not

taken into account regarding lbl security.

Ete oriented security functions consider the network as a medium for the ex-

change of protocol data units (PDUs) in a secure way between source and desti-
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nation nodes. Ete security functions protect PDUs during their transmission be-

tween end points of a telecommunication relationship.

Figure 1: Degrees of freedom within user domains

In the following, we define different classes of functions. The classification pro-

posed here is based on the relationships between entities that implement the re-

spective distributed functionality. This classification will be applied to security

functions and serves as a basis for the assessment of security functions and the

related achievable security, cf. Fig. 2.

Functionality is called link-by-link (lbl), if and only if respective functions are pla-

ced within adjacent nodes of a telecommunication network, and if they relate to

a single physical transmission link.

Functionality is called point-to-point (ptp), if and only if respective functions span

several but not all links in the communication path between the end points. In

doing so, the part of the network that connects the distributed functions is used

as a transmission medium only (and does not contribute to the ptp-functionality

under consideration).

Figure 2: Classification of distributed functions
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Functionality is called end-to-end (ete), if and only if related distributed functions

are only located within end points of a communication. All communication no-

des in between these end points serve as a transport medium only. End-to-end

and link-by-link functionality, therefore, designate boundary cases. Applying

these definitions to security functions, end-to-end security can be defined as fol-

lows:

End-to-end security means the implementation of security goals regarding com-

munication events of two or more entities by end-to-end functionality. Point-to-

point and link-by-link security are defined in a similar way. Fig. 2 illustrates the

different kinds of relationships and respective classes of functions within tele-

communication networks. It shows end-to-end, point-to-point, and link-by-link

functionality distributed on different network nodes.

The transition from lbl to ptp functionality takes place when intermediate nodes

are spanned by respective functionality, i.e. intermediate nodes are included in

the sphere of influence of the co-operating functions under consideration. The

figure also depicts ete relationships between terminals (end points). Intermedi-

ate nodes symbolize network nodes or additional equipment within the user do-

main (e.g. private branch exchanges, network termination, IP-routers, access

routers, firewalls). The following examples illustrate the use of end-to-end,

point-to-point, and link-by-link relationships with various security services.

Ete security: Examples of solutions for end-to-end security in networks are the

Secure Socket Layer [10], Privacy Enhanced Mail [13], Pretty Good Privacy [14],

or the Secure Shell [11]. The Secure Socket Layer (SSL), for example, offers au-

thentication, data integrity, and data confidentiality security services imple-

mented by co-operating security functions located at communication end

points.

Ptp security can be implemented by peer network gateways as a protection

against corruption of user data transmitted over the Internet between peer net-

work gateways, e.g. by virtual private network routers [9]. Respective security

functions span the whole network between the gateways, i.e. several links. The

Point-to-Point protocol (PPP [15]) is another example. It provides access to the

Internet via telephone lines. Included security functions, e.g. authentication or

encryption, are ptp security mechanisms spanning local exchanges and other in-

termediate nodes between terminals and Internet service providers (ISPs).

Lbl security is implemented by the IEEE 802.10 secure data exchange (SDE) sub-

layer [1] that is proposed to enhance layer 2 within local area networks. Lbl se-

curity functions are often mainly proprietary because their usage is transparent

for the higher layers.
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2 Integrating security functions seamlessly
Emerging security requirements which have been ignored in the past will lead

to changing security goals for future telecommunication services and related ap-

plications. Therefore, security cannot be implemented once and then forgotten.

Security will be similar to a system state that has to be maintained during

changing environmental conditions. This section introduces generic ways to in-

clude security mechanisms and related functions in telecommunication systems

(network nodes, terminals, additional network infrastructure). It illustrates (i)

choices for the placement of security functions, (ii) general boundary conditions

for the implementation of security functions, and (iii) the impact of the place-

ment of security functions on achievable security goals.

The following sections will apply these results to various practical examples.

This helps readers to benefit from the outcome of our work and to achieve prac-

tical solutions that fit their security needs taking into account their individual

environmental conditions.

2.1 General boundary conditions
Several boundary conditions have to be considered when integrating security

functions into telecommunication systems. They result from requirements like:

■ the transparency of security functions regarding the nodes between the en-

hanced nodes (saving investment in existing communications infrastruc-

ture),

■ the security environments needed to protect the implementation of the re-

spective security functions,

■ the security goals that are to be achieved by respective security functions,

and

■ synchronization, operation, and management of security functions.

At first, security is not used as an end in itself but aims at adding new quality to

applications. Therefore, the existing architectures on which these applications

are based, need to be taken into account when deciding where to place security

functions. This leads to some generic possibilities of where to place security

functions. Secondly, to work correctly security functions need secure run-time

environments. Such environments can be security modules [6], carefully admin-

istrated terminals, smart cards, or whatever is trusted by the users who rely on

their respective security functions.

Thirdly, the enhanced system should satisfy the principles of layering according

to the OSI reference model [4]. The most important principles are related to the
4
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abstractions which structure open interconnected telecommunication systems

into layers according to their tasks regarding the exchange of application data.

This leads to an ordered set of subsystems represented in a vertical sequence

(layers 1 to 7, counted from the bottom). Entities in the same layer of different

telecommunication systems are termed peer-entities. Actual communication

only occurs between entity instances dedicated to the same layer. Peer entities

use the services of lower layers to exchange data (see Fig. 3). Layer (N) entities

use services offered by layer (N-1) and offer services to layer (N+1). Layer 7 di-

rectly offers services to applications. Retaining these principles unchanged (as a

basis for open systems interconnection) implies that security functions should

influence existing architectures as little as possible.

This practice saves huge investments in existing network infrastructure and re-

sults in broadly applicable security solutions. Furthermore, the existing compre-

hension of network protocols and their interaction is maintained. Boundary

conditions for the inclusion of security functions result from transparency re-

quirements regarding vertical and horizontal communications (cf. Fig. 3):

■ The service access points (vertical interface) between existing layers should

be maintained by introducing security sublayers. Newly implemented secu-

rity sublayers must be kept transparent by maintaining existing primitives,

parameters, and their interpretation at these interfaces. Thereby, additional

primitives may be offered and new optional parameters may be introduced.

Including security functions in single telecommunication systems is investi-

gated in Section 2.2.

■ Included security functions must not adversely affect the exchange of messa-

ges between peer entities, i.e. peer entity communications. Resulting bound-

ary conditions are thoroughly explored in Section 2.3.

Figure 3: Vertical & horizontal transparency
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troduced in Section 2.4 to describe assumptions about attackers regarding speci-

fied security goals and to illustrate the achievable security goals considering the

placement of security functions. Attacker models are a preliminary for tailor-

made security and serve as a basis for the evaluation of existing security solu-

tions in Section 5.

2.2 Transparency at service access points
Basically, security functionality can be added to existing network architectures

and implementations by inserting transparent sublayers into existing protocol

stacks of communication systems.

Enhancing network protocols means, that all changes regarding security functions

are transparent to applications. Furthermore, different applications use the same

security functions (economies of scale) if they use the same network protocols.

The security functions will be dependent on the network protocols and sensitive

data is not secured between the application and the security functions (includ-

ing primary and probably secondary memory). Generally, a protocol data unit

that is to be transported to a peer entity of layer (N) is delivered as a service data

unit (SDU) to layer (N–1) using the respective services of the service access

point.

Figure 4: Generic system enhancements
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munication system and regarding the higher layers that reside in receiver (or in-

termediate) communication systems.

The service interfaces between adjacent layers (N) and (N–1) must be main-

tained concerning both layers (Fig. 4a). A simplified example of a sublayer en-

hancement implementing security functions is represented by the Transport

Layer Security Protocol (TLSP, [2]). According to Fig. 5, transport layer data is

transformed by security functions within the TLSP sublayer. This procedure

needs to be transparent for the underlying network layer of the sender stack.

Therefore, security functions are applied to service data units only because only

they are exchanged transparently by the underlying layers.

Figure 5: Exemplary security sublayer

Another approach deals with security functions included in applications, or
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terminals and network nodes –, a transparent sublayer can be logically included

by using additional infrastructure. The additional infrastructure implements the

layers below the intended sublayer and, therefore, neutralizes the use of these

layers within the related communication subsystem. The security functions are

applied to the resulting data (cf. Fig. 6).

Finally, the secured data is encoded in the same way as in the related communi-

cation system. From a security point of view, this approach is logically equiva-

lent to the sublayer approach of Fig. 4a if and only if there are no successful at-

tacks within the highlighted domain.

Figure 6: Additional security infrastructure
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tion function (e.g. encryption) below an entity on the sender side an inverse

function (e.g. decryption) below the peer entity of the receiving side in order to

comply with above transparency requirements. Otherwise, an intermediate sys-

tem might have to operate on encrypted data without having access to related

keys. The resulting boundary conditions ensure that peer entities above and be-

low the integrated security functions are not adversely affected by the security

enhancements. Thereby, we enhance the view from single communication sys-

tems (cf. Fig. 4) to multiple communicating systems. Fig. 2 shows a basic model

for the placement of co-operating security functions within telecommunication

systems.

Subsequently, boundaries for link-by-link, point-to-point, and end-to-end secu-

rity functions are derived from horizontal transparency requirements concern-

ing intermediate nodes. We will discuss security functions distributed over two

communication systems (see Fig. 7).

Figure 7: End-to-end and link-by-link borderlines

The related definitions and conclusions are easily adapted to security functions
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The link-by-link borderline marks an upper vertical limit for the implementation of

link-by-link security functions. It relates to a single physical communication link

and resides on top of the highest layer that is implemented within all adjacent

systems of the communication link. All adjacent communication systems must

implement inverse lbl security transformations (e.g. encryption, decryption) at a

single (sub)layer. Implementing lbl security functions within different layers of

a single communication system would imply multiplying security manage-

ment. Moreover, the security management and operation would be dependent

on the routing of messages. This is not desirable due to related costs. This argu-

mentation regarding lbl security functions is applied to the whole network do-

main. In conclusion, lbl security functions will almost always be implemented

within a single layer throughout a network domain. This is the reason for the

definition of a link-by-link borderline.

2.4 Attacker models – defendable attacks
Attacker models describe assumed attackers and their resources and facilities.

They are the foundation for a security evaluation of the system under considera-

tion. In our example, the system comprises two user domains (information

source, information sink) that are connected via telecommunication networks.

Figure 8: Attacker model – achievable security
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tion services or the mere existence of communication events through traffic

analysis at transmission links.

Assume an attacker that has manipulative access to points between the source of

sensitive data and related security functions. These attacks cannot be countered

because the security functions have not yet been applied to related sensitive

data. Therefore, a trusted path must exist between the source of sensitive data

and related security functions. A trusted path means a path in which the secu-

rity of sensitive data is inherently guaranteed. The same holds for the path be-

tween security functions within the receiving user domain and the destination

of the sensitive data. If an attacker has manipulative access to security functions,

these security functions are useless against this attacker. The reason is, that at-

tackers would be able to manipulate respective security functions unnoticed by

receivers (see [5] for examples of so called trojan horses).

Data and related information that are produced or processed above the security

functions are protected against attacks between the security functions and the

network interface (e.g. eavesdropping if encryption is applied as security func-

tion). Attacks within the switching network (subscriber lines, transmission lines,

exchanges) and at the receiver side between the network interface and the secu-

rity functionality are equally protected. Protocol control information that is

added by layer entities below the security functions (e.g. addresses, service indi-

cators) is not protected against attackers and can be used to deduce further in-

formation like communication behaviour etc. of users.

A trusted domain comprises systems or parts of systems (e.g. mobile terminal, se-

curity module) that are trusted by the respective users. Trusted domains implic-

itly place trust in the expected behaviour and correct implementation of soft-

ware and hardware components. No successful attackers (incl. no trojan horses

[5]) are assumed within a trusted domain. A trusted domain is always related to

a single user or group of users. These users have to decide, whether remaining

threats – and the related costs for attackers to exploit them – are tolerable or

whether additional security measures have to be taken.

In order to be able to evaluate security measures, it is helpful to understand re-

lated attacks that exploit threats. Therefore, Fig. 9. illustrates the general practice

of an attacker to enforce access to data encapsulated in transmitted messages. In

this case, the transmitted data is protected by the Secure Socket Layer functions.

At first, an attacker has to gain access to a transmission medium (if there is no

access within the end systems themselves). This access must enable an attacker

to receive messages that are sent by an end system. Secondly, the eavesdropped

signals have to be decoded (channel decoding). Thereby, an attacker gets access

to layer 2 frames (see the lower header H and trailer T in Fig. 9). Thirdly, decod-

ing the layer 2 frames, an attacker can read the layer 3 protocol control informa-

tion (the middle H in Fig. 9, comprising sender and receiver network addresses,
11
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logical channel identifiers, etc.) and the layer 3 protocol data units. Fourthly, this

practice is continued with the TCP data encapsulated in IP packets.

Figure 9: Eavesdropping at transmission links

In our SSL example, an attacker will not be able to decode the application data

protected by the SSL functions if (s)he does not know the appropriate keys or

how to break the security functions used within the SSL implementation. There-
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terminal A and B that reside below the ete and above the lbl borderline are not

protected against unauthorized access by instances within intermediate systems

C and D. Basically, there cannot be any lbl or ete functions between the ete and

lbl borderlines (cf. definitions).

Figure 10: Security gap – in between ete & lbl functions
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tion to exchange data between services and users; they cannot be omitted with

current service implementations.

On the other hand, network addresses cannot be encrypted when passing the

network because they are used by intermediate nodes to route user data be-

tween users and services. As a consequence, network addresses of layer 3 can-

not be protected end-to-end. In an environment where user identities can be de-

rived from network addresses, anonymity (at least towards network operators)

is not possible by using end-to-end security only. Using dedicated proxies to ac-

cess such services represents a feasible solution (cf. Fig. 11).

Figure 11: Bridging of gaps by combined ptp security
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3 End-to-end versus link-by-link security
User requirements on communication services are not restricted to quality of

service aspects but also include confidentiality and integrity of user data and

availability of services. Confidentiality and integrity requirements related to

user data can be implemented by end-to-end, point-to-point, or link-by-link

functions. Availability can not be guaranteed by end-to-end mechanisms alone.

The following paragraphs discuss advantages and disadvantages of ete, ptp,

and lbl approaches regarding user requirements on security.

3.1 Arguments for end-to-end security
Saltzer, Reed, and Clark [7] recommend placing as many of the functions as pos-

sible at the end points of a communication association (e.g. within terminals).

They argue for end-to-end functions as close to the user (application) as possi-

ble. They discourage application supporting functions in lower layers, because

these functions only have an effect up to the layer they are implemented in. Us-

ing lower layer functions will imply trust on intermediate systems concerning

the correct implementation of layer functions. As their example (cf. Fig. 12)

shows, this may cause severe security leaks [7].

At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a network system, involving several local
networks connected by gateways, used packet checksums on each hop to protect against
corruption of bits during transmission. The implicit assumption of programmers – that
data corruption will occur only at transmission lines – has led to the conclusion that this
offers a reliable transfer of data. One gateway, however, did not stand up to the assump-
tion. It developed transient errors while copying data from an input to an output buffer.
After many source files of an operating system had been transferred through the defec-
tive gateway, some of these source files had been manipulated and had to be corrected by
comparison with and correction from old listings.

Translated to the security area, the checksum would correspond to Message Au-

thentication Codes (MACs), used to protect packets from manipulation during

transmission. This is shown in Fig. 12. Even if the MAC functions work correctly

these packets are not protected above these MAC functions. Therefore, the

trusted path in Fig. 12 comprises all functions below the source and above the

MAC functions within all communication systems in the data path. A gap may,

therefore, be defined as the part of a (distributed) trusted path that is located

outside the trusted environment, e.g. within intermediate nodes. This gap is

eliminated (respective corruption is compensated) by using ete integrity checks

within source and destination, e.g. at the TCP layer as depicted in Fig. 10.

Moreover, the implementation of ete functions reduces the complexity of the

lower layers. This raises the performance of the overall communication systems,
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because only necessary functions are applied and because they are applied only

once (with the exception of lbl and ptp transmission error detection and correc-

tion). Security specific advantages of the ete approach to security enhancements

are: (i) security functions can be implemented, configured, managed, and con-

trolled by the users themselves, (ii) ete security is independent of intermediate

systems (except availability), and (iii) no changes of intermediate systems are re-

quired.

Figure 12: End-to-end arguments – an example
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use of mobile equipment do not affect these basic protection mechanisms.

Hence, lbl and ptp security represent a permanent value in an environment of

daily changing applications and users. Because lbl or ptp functions offer serv-

ices to all layers above, a single cryptographic enhancement may supply differ-
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ent applications with encryption facilities. Lower layer security functions can be

used to protect protocol data of higher layers. E.g. address information can be

concealed at transmission links if it is encrypted by layer 2 security functions, cf.

[1]. Placing, for example, integrity functions solely at application level would

force corrupted packets to be retransmitted over the hole communication path.

Detecting corruption within lower layers enables more efficient retransmission

over one link. Moreover, the corruption probability may rise considerably when

moving from lbl to ete error detection. Eventually, lbl and ptp security mecha-

nisms are more fault-tolerant regarding local failures. Rerouting or alternative

path mechanisms easily bridge the failure of a single link without affecting the

superior communication association. However, lbl mechanisms require trust in

intermediate nodes that are not supervised or controlled by the user.

3.3 Combinations
The discussion above motivates a combined lbl, ptp, and ete approach to secu-

rity solutions. Reasonable approaches have to balance requirements concerning

cost, security goals and related assumptions (attacker models), and technically

feasible security enhancements:

■ Lbl security functions are useful for general basic protection of user and ser-

vice data in lower layers and may protect against traffic analysis attacks. Lbl

security mainly addresses security threats arising from attackers at transmis-

sion lines, e.g. eavesdropping at radio links.

■ Ete security functions are preferable for application data transmitted trans-

parently over insecure networks. Ete functions are controlled directly by the

users and are independent of network or service providers.

■ Ptp security functions (e.g. certificate retrieval services, shared authenticati-

on services, or virtual private network services) may be applied (i) to reach

the economies of scale needed to make such services profitable and secure,

(ii) to ensure high availability and centralized management, or (iii) to take

advantage of the compatibility offered by network services.

In the following section some placement strategies for benefiting from the re-

maining horizontal degree of freedom based on the kind of security functions

used and whether implemented as lbl, ptp, or ete functions, are presented.

4 Placement strategies
This section suggests specific placement strategies for security functions tailored

for efficiency or effectiveness of respective security solutions. These strategies

are derived from the above discussion about ete, ptp, or lbl security functions.
17
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Boundary conditions according to horizontal transparency mainly apply to co-

operating security functions.

Single allocated security functions enforce specific measures to guarantee the

horizontal transparency requirements (and resulting borderlines). Examples are

filtering functions that may reside within terminals in any layer, as long as the

filtering information is still accessible. Filtering of TCP or IP traffic is simple, be-

cause TCP and IP protocols know how to manage missing answers (e.g. condi-

tioned by filtering initial requests at the receiving side). This does not necessar-

ily apply to any protocols that might be filtered. On the application layer, where

reliable transfer is generally assumed, discarding service requests by filtering

may imply the need for the insertion of service reject information messages to

lead the initiating entity into a reasonable state.

Throughout this section, placement strategies are illustrated in an exemplary

environment for IP based networks. Our exemplary environment consists of a

user domain including the following components: user terminals, a firewall sys-

tem (shared by all terminals within the domain), and a network router connect-

ing the user domain and the Internet. Applying the principles of Section 2 leads

to the following boundary conditions regarding the horizontal placement of se-

curity functions:

■ The ete borderline resides at the upper limit of layer 3, because IP-routing

functions are applied within the network routers.

■ The lbl borderline usually resides at the upper limit of layer 2, if bridges etc.

are used to build up switching groups within subnetworks in the user doma-

in.

■ Ptp functions are mainly applied within applications or within layer 3, e.g. for

certificate retrieval or for bridging insecure Internet domains via VPN rou-

ters.

Applying a balanced mixture of both strategies promotes solutions that are ef-

fective and efficient and that can be evaluated against specified security goals.

4.1 Effectiveness: focus on end points
A security solution is effective, if it supports security services that are (i) tailor-
made, i.e. fit individual needs, (ii) multilaterally secure, i.e. balance the security

goals of different parties in a communication relationship, and (iii) trustworthy
for the parties relying on them. In order to achieve these goals, we propose to

shift security functions as close to the end points – and within the end points as

close to the application or the user – as possible. This approach is illustrated in

Fig. 13. The set of security functions to be placed are shown on the left. This set

is derived from the security goals, the type of function (ete, ptp, lbl) is derived
18
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from the attacker model and from boundary conditions stated in Section 3. The

figure depicts the placement of ete security functions within terminals.

Figure 13: Effectiveness – shift towards end points

Security functions are shifted in the direction of the terminal that denotes an end

point of communication relationships. Lbl functions are shifted to the terminal.

Consequently, the surrounding communication infrastructure (routers, etc.)

needs to implement inverse lbl security functions. Ptp functions are applied

within the terminals, within the router, and within other components that im-

plement functions within the security gap (between ete and lbl borderlines). In

our case, the security gap is represented by the IP layer. Bridges or hubs in be-

tween the terminal and the router are not affected by ptp functions. Because of

this end point focused approach, no firewall or additional infrastructure is

needed. This approach guarantees a minimal trusted path because security

functions are close to the generation or processing of sensitive data.

As security functions are implemented close to the application, they may serve

specific application needs. This promotes tailor-made security. Placing security

functions close to the user ensures maximum control of security functions by the

user. Users can, therefore, be included in resolving the conflicting security re-

quirements of different participants of a service. Furthermore, security functions

can be included in security modules owned and, therefore, trusted by their re-

spective users. It is assumed that there are secure environments within the re-

spective components to implement security functions in an effective way.

4.2 Efficiency: focus on domain boundaries
A security solution is efficient, if it promotes security services that are (i) scalable,

i.e. adaptable to qos requirements and a changing number of users, (ii) shared by

different users or applications, i.e. generating economies of scale (multiplex-
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gain), (iii) easy to integrate, and (iv) compatible with existing and future solutions.

The efficiency placement strategy approximates these requirements by shifting

security functions as close to domain boundaries as possible. The user domain

shown in Fig. 14 includes a network router at the domain boundary. A firewall

serves many terminals and, therefore, is closer to the domain boundary than the

terminals themselves. First, the network router is enhanced by lbl and ptp secu-

rity functions. The counterparts of lbl security functions are installed within the

network; the peer ptp security functions are placed within any component of

peer user domains. Ete and ptp security functions that can not be included in the

router are included in a firewall. If there are ete security functions enhancing ap-

plications, this leads to application level firewalls.

Figure 14: Efficiency – shift towards domain boundary

Ete security functions that can not be included in a firewall (e.g. because there

are no proxies of the respective application available) are included in the termi-

nals. This efficiency approach guarantees a high multiplex-gain by enhancing

shared components that may serve multiple terminals. Resulting solutions are

scalable by including additional firewalls or routers. By keeping the terminals

unchanged, this approach promotes easy to integrate security functions (black-

box enhancement), allows centralized maintenance of security functions, and

will show high compatibility.

4.3 Balancing effectiveness and efficiency
The placement strategies presented represent the boundary cases of conceivable

strategies for solving genuine security tasks. The following table shows the ad-

vantages and drawbacks of the strategies above:
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Table 1: Comparison of the competing approaches

A balanced approach will take into account the requirements given in a local ap-

plication area. We give some hints about when to prefer which strategy:

■ Common security functions are placed close to domain boundaries. They reach

a high multiplex-gain, offering the possibility for centralized maintenance.

■ Specialized or optional security functions are implemented close to the user. This

promotes tailor-made security and the inclusion of users during the negotia-

tion of security services. Thus, specialized security functions do not affect

(e.g. concerning the achievable qos) other applications or other users.

Therefore, solving a placement task implies first deciding which security goals

are to be implemented and whether efficiency or effectiveness is preferred. Af-

terwards, the security functions implementing the security goals are placed ac-

cording to the respective strategy.

4.4 Further boundary conditions
Further requirements need to be considered when deciding about the placement

of security functions. Some important conditions, affecting the practical use and

feasibility of placement strategies include:

– existing trusted domains (e.g. smart cards [3] or security modules [6]) in

multi user environments,

– financial, organizational, and operational expense for implementation and

maintenance (e.g. adaptation to longer keys, new security algorithms),

– transparency or control requirements regarding applications or users,

– security management (e.g. key generation, distribution, and change),

– negotiation of optional security services,

– synchronization of co-operating security functions, and

– interoperability and compatibility requirements.

close to users close to domain boundary

+ network independent

+ tailor-made security

+ security options user controlled

+ multiplex gain

+ end systems unchanged

+ central administration

- no multiplex gain

- change of end systems

- network dependent

- higher layer security costly

- long trusted path

- single point of trust
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The effect of these additional criteria on the efficiency and effectiveness of secu-

rity functions depends on the respective application case. Technology depend-

ent boundary conditions (e.g. achievable encryption rates) and resulting de-

pendencies on products or companies make general statements about the

optimal placement impossible. Rather, the examples above aim at enabling the

readers to find a placement for security functions that satisfies the security goals

and the boundary conditions which apply to their specific environment.

5 Exemplary evaluation of security solutions
This section discusses some general types of security solutions considering the

tools presented in the preceding sections. The section is structured according to

the different players in telecommunication: users, service providers, and net-

work operators. Manufacturers would have to be included, if the development

process were discussed. Choosing different security solutions, the maximum

achievable security is derived, assuming correct implementation and manage-

ment. This means that we do a best case evaluation! Trusted paths (assumed at-

tacker-free zone) and the efficiency and effectiveness of respective solutions are

explicitly discussed. The readers will not find comparisons of products. This

would require a closer look at specific application cases which is out of the scope

of this contribution.

5.1 Security solutions for user domains
User domains are the source of primary sensitive data, whereas network do-

mains are secondary domains, serving for the exchange of data between peer

user domains or user domains and service provider domains. Therefore, most

ete security will reside within user domains. This is reflected in the vast variety

of available ete security solutions. We will discuss only a few to illustrate the

general practise of evaluation.

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP [14]), Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM [13]), Secure

MIME (S/MIME [12]), and Secure Shell (SSH [11]) include security functions in

applications and, therefore, minimize the trusted path. On the other hand, re-

spective security functions are mainly restricted and tailored to specific applica-

tions (E-Mail, Remsh, Rlogin, etc.), with the exception of S/MIME that can be

used by any transport mechanism that transports MIME data, like the Hyper-

text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The Secure Socket Layer and the Transport Layer

Security Protocol (cf. Fig. 5) include ete security functions into the transport

layer functions of end systems. In doing so, the trusted path is restricted to end

systems which are under the control of the communicating parties.
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Firewalls [16] include access control functions in the shared components at the

user domain boundary. They serve for access control regarding services within

the user domain. Virtual Private Network (VPN) routers implementing IPsec [9]

security functions are used to bridge insecure (sub)networks. The path between

the applications and the VPN-Routers needs to be trusted or secured by addi-

tional security means. Firewalls and VPN security functions are often integrated

into a single component. Line Encryptors are used to bridge insecure areas

within the user domains, e.g. between terminals and shared VPN security func-

tions. They improve security at dedicated transmission links.

In user domains, a combination of application tailored ete and shared ptp secu-

rity functions is advised (cf. discussion in Section 3).

5.2 Security solutions for network operator domains
Security enhancements for network operator domains mainly address access

control regarding users and service providers, network integrity, and fraud con-

trol (misuse of services).

Example: IP-based networks. It is not efficient to screen and filter all data enter-

ing or leaving inband signalling networks (e.g. IP-based networks) because all

data crossing network boundaries would have to be inspected. There is no sepa-

ration of control and user data, hence the huge mass of data would imply filter-

ing at very high speeds. Here, distributed security functions for access control

should be included within the network. Basic filtering may be done at the

boundaries, whereas more sophisticated and time consuming access control

functions (including authentication, encryption) should be shifted towards re-

spective network servers (end points).

Conclusion: From a user’s point of view, the network should employ link-by-

link security functions. It should support point-to-point and end-to-end security

functions by allowing the exchange of security control data. Point-to-point

availability is to be provided by the network operator, e.g. by enabling user con-

trolled routing (IP-based networks).

5.3 Security solutions for service provider domains
Service providers offer services to many users, aiming at large economies of

scale. They use the services of network operators to enable users to access their

services from any place. Well-known shared services are certificate retrieval

services (Public Key Infrastructure [19]) or ticket retrieval services (c.f. Kerberos

[18]). Related services are key generation or distribution services. The econo-

mies of scale thereby enable the use of leading edge infrastructure offering max-

imum security.
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MIX services that conceal the routing of a call are ptp services (c.f. [17]), because

they always span only part of the communication relationship and must be

placed in between the end points. Key generation and distribution services can

be independent of other communication events and define their own communi-

cation event. Consequently they may represent ete or ptp services.

From a user’s perspective, service providers should offer end-to-end and point-

to-point services to enable security functions independent of network operators.

In the Internet domain, this is usual; in public switched networks, the security

offered by service providers often depends on security mechanisms of network

operators. An example is the authentication via multi-frequency signals that

may be intercepted by network operators, at transmission lines, or even within

the user terminals.

Using ptp or ete security functions excludes the network operator’s domain

from the trusted path. The service providers are almost always within the

trusted path. Therefore, a service provider offering security services or services

that process sensitive data has to be trusted by the users.

6 Conclusion and outlook
The proposed classification of co-operating security functions in telecommuni-

cations in terms of end-to-end, point-to-point, and link-by-link functions em-

phasizes the sphere of influence of the respective security functions.

Generally, security functions are not transparent for applications or network

functions that process protected data. The end-to-end and link-by-link border-

lines which have been identified, therefore, depict areas, outside of which the

transparency of security functions cannot be ensured. Borderlines refer not only

to layer abstractions, but also to the data to be protected. Keeping to the limits

set by respective borderlines, intermediate components are not adversely af-

fected by added security functions. Consequently, no adaptations are necessary

within intermediate systems adhering to the OSI layering principles.

The other approach to protecting sensitive data by added security functions is to

avoid creating sensitive data at all. This demands removing or changing existing

functions which process the respective sensitive data. This is obviously the more

secure approach, because there is no need for trust in security functions and

trusted paths. The enhancement approach is suitable for sensitive data (e.g.

identification information) that is essential and cannot be removed from tele-

communication systems, e.g. because it is needed for access control.

Often, a balanced approach is possible. On one hand, existing sensitive data is

minimized (e.g. substituting a pseudonym for a real name). On the other hand,

new security functions (e.g. for communicating with third parties taking the re-
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sponsibility for these pseudonyms) are needed to retain the functionality of tele-

communication services when minimizing sensitive data (e.g. to implement ac-

cess control functions without disclosing the real identity of users). Redundant

security functions, e.g. ete and lbl security functions which aim at the same

overall security goals, offer complementary protection in case of failures in end

systems (e.g. application or handling errors which make ete security functions

useless) or network components.
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